The theory of Markov Control
Let ? (X) and 'P(A) be the set of all probability measures on the Borel a-algebra of X and A, respectively.
The transition law q is a transition probability q : Let a' be a measurable mapping from Y to A such that~~( olyO, aO, . . . ,Yt) = l(a"(yt)= .), t e IN.
We have the following proposition:
for all kt G Y x (A x X)t wdh Proof.
Let u be an arbitrary policy in U' c U' be such that (5) holds for all t c IV. since it is easily seen from (7) and (8) At the beginning of each time slot, the decision maker chooses in the set A := {Pi, PZI}, O < P2 < PI < 1, the probability of having one arrival in this time slot.
Therefore, if action pi is chosen at time t E IN then a customer will enter the system at time t with the probability pi, i = 1, 2. We further assume that a customer that enters an empt y system may leave the system ( with the probability y b) at the end of this same time slot.
Let Xt~IN denote the number of customers in the system at time t, t c IN. We assume that the state of the system is known with a delay of one unit of time or, equivalently, we assume that the 1-SDSI pattern is used.
Our objective is to minimize, over U1, the cost criterion V; (o, u) defined in (3) in the case when C'(y, A) := c(z) +~a, 
Preliminary Results
Further not ation are needed at this point.
Let K be the set of all real-valued functions on Y.
Let SA : K x Y -+ Et be the operator defined as S~(~,y) :=~j(y')q'(y' [ y; A),
y'eY forall~6K, y6Y, A~A.
It is easily seen (10) and (11) that
forallz>l, acA, AEA.
Let T@ : K -+ K be the DP operator associated with the problem Qp. It is easily seen from (2), (9) and (11) that
for all y = (zja) C Y.
It is usually difficult to directly determine the optimal policy from the DP equation J8 = T@J8 (see (l) ).
An alternative approach is to use the well known value zteration algorithm (see Ross [8] 
n-co Proposition (3. 1) rem 3.1.
3.3
The Value preach will be used in the proof of Theo-
The following notation will be used throughout this section.
We shall say that f G K satisfies For i = 1,2, x z 1, define
We must show that 172(3 + 1) z I?l(z) for x z 1. We
The proof is then concluded by using the increasingness of h together with the fact that pl~+~2b~1.L emma 3.2 Let f 6 K be such that f satwjies RI and R2. Then, f (o, a) satiafies R3 for all a E A.
Proof.
Let f 6 K be such that f satisfies R1 and R2.
We have, for x~1, where the first (resp. second) inequality follows sinces atisfies R2 (resp. RI).
On the other hand, (12)- (13)) it is seen that for A G A, a c A,
which is nonnegative since f(o, a) satisfies R3 and R4, which concludes the proof.L emma 3.4 Let f E K be such that f satisfies RI.
Then, S(,) (f,., a) satisjies RI for all a g A.
Let f E K be such that f satisfies R1 and fix aEA.
Since f satisfies
Rl, it is seen for x z 2 that
On the other hand, using (16) we see that 
and the latter is increasing in x since pl > pz and since by Lemma 3.2 f (o, a) satisfies R3 for all a~A. It remains to show that the monotonicity property also holds at the boundary. We have 
which is nonnegative since~(., A) satisfies both conditions R3 by Lemma 3.2 and R4 by assumption. Hence, SA (~,., q ) satisfies R2, which concludes the proof. E Lemma 3.6 Assume that f satzsfies RI.
Then, for
every a E A, (i) there exists i(a) 6 lNU {+co} such that
Moreover, (ii) /(pl) < l(p2) and ('iii) l(p2) < l(P1) + 1.
Let f G K be such that f satisfies RI.
The property (i) is a direct consequence of the fact that S(.)(~, Let us now turn to the proof of (ii). For z~1 we have
since pl > p2 and since .f satisfies RI.
For x = O we have
since~satisfies RI. Therefore, it is seen from (17) and
Sp, (f, X, P2) for all z z O, which proves (ii).
It remains to establish (iii).
For x~1, we have Combining (19) and (20) Proof.
Let f E K be such that f satisfies RI and IR2, and f(o, a) satisfies R4 for all a c A.
We first establish that TO f satisfies R1.
This is equivalent to showing that
is nonpositive for all z~O.
Recall the definition of /(pi) for i = 1,2 (see Lemma 3.6). Also recall that /(pl)~i(pz)~i(pl) + 1.
We shall distinguish the following cases:
(1) z > /(pZ);
Case (l): z > /(pa).
We have, cf. (21),
which is nonpositive since Spz ( f, q,q ) satisfies R1 from Lemma 3.5.
Case (2): max(O,/(pi) -1) < z < J(p2).
We have for all z c IN, cf. (21),
For z~1, we have from (13), (22),
which is nonpositive since f satisfies R2 and since pl > P2 .
On the other hand, we see from (12), (13), (22) that 
is nonnegative for all z~1.
We have for x~1,
where (24) follows from the convexity of the cost function c.
For z~l(pl) + 1, we have from (24)
The first inequality holds because /(p2) < l(pl) + 1. The last inequality holds because SP2 (~, q, q ) satisfies R2 (cf. Lemma 3.5).
It remains to cover the case when 1~z~i(pl ).
Assume first that I(pl) = 1. We have for x = 1, cf.
(24), For z = /(pl), we have Hence, it is seen from (11), 
